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As part owner of a public relations and media
company dedicated to golf tourism, Paul Myers
travels quite extensively and has played more
than his fair share of golf courses in Asia, here
are his top picks
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Stoneforest International
Country Club, Kunming

CHINA
“A” Course - Stoneforest International
Country Club, Kunming
Nothing quite prepares you for the
stunning visual impact of this course near
the famous World Heritage-listed Shilin
Scenic Area, 75 kilometres southeast
of Kunming. Indeed, this is one of those
rare courses where a camera is the most
important item in your bag.
The karst rock formations on the 7241yard course and in the surrounding area
provide the most striking golf backdrops
on two 18-hole layouts designed by
Schmidt-Curley. Both are equally stunning,
although the A course is the pick with
numerous extraordinary vistas, none better
than the 189-yard par-3 7th, which plays
from a tee set among stone pillars, to a
green with huge boulders immediately
behind.
Be prepared to hear a lot more about
Stoneforest International Country Club
as travelling golfers realise just how
remarkable these courses are - without
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venturing to the members-only course in
the 54-hole complex, which is even better.
Blackstone - Mission Hills, Haikou
Of the 10 courses created by SchmidtCurley at Mission Hills Haikou, this is by
far the best – both scenically and as a test
of golf. No wonder the Omega World Cup
will be played there every two years for
the next decade and that the course has
hosted numerous other events, including
the World Celebrity Pro Am in October.
Although lava fields on which the
course (and the nine others in the Haikou
complex) is built come in to play only as
a result of errant shots, the black rock
clusters provide a striking contrast against
verdant green fairways and an often
radiant blue sky.
Immaculate conditioning is also a
feature of this layout, with greens often
running faster than others in tropical
environments.
Playing 7808 yards from the tips, this
par-73 is a monster from the back tees,

but is eminently playable from shorter
yardages.
Superb facilities at Mission Hills Haikou
only add to the enjoyment of the course.
A new mineral springs and spa complex,
an aquatic park and a choice of seven
restaurants make this complex one of the
biggest and best in China.
Lake Course - Spring City, Kunming
Like a terraced hillside, the Robert TrentJones Lake Course at Spring City has
been either the number one or two course
in China for most of the past decade. And
until another incredibly striking course
emerges in China, it will remain among
the country’s elite courses for many years
to come.
Lake Yangzonghai forms a stunning
backdrop, or more correctly sidedrop, to
numerous holes that play parallel to the
water as you gradually descend to the
lake and then climb back up again. The
par-3 8th is one of few playing directly
towards the lake. And what a beauty it is,

Blackstone - Mission Hills,
Haikou

Lake Course - Spring City,
Kunming

Mountain Course - Sky
Oasis, Kunming

Olazabal Course Mission Hills, Dongguan

bettered perhaps only by the par-5 9th
that skirts the lake edge until ending with
a precariously placed green. After 15
years, Spring City is currently renovating
its hotel and clubhouse, which will not only
modernise the facilities and undoubtedly
make a visit an even more enjoyable,
uplifting experience than it is now.
Mountain Course - Sky Oasis, Kunming
This relatively unknown course is a
two-hour drive north of Kunming in Xun
Dian County. Until a new highway is
built, as planned, connecting the area
to Kunming, it will remain a trek that you
may not think is worth the effort… that is,
until you get there.
The 36-hole complex is part of
a grand vision that may ultimately
be home to four or even five golf
courses, plus an equestrian facility and
accommodation. On-site villas and a
small hotel entice visitors to visit for two
or three days to play golf and sample
some Yunnan rural culture.

On parts of the mountain course,
which sits at 2000 metres above sea
level and plays 7490 yards from the back
tees, you think you can almost touch the
sky. Sweeping vistas across the plateau
on which it the course is set, numerous
visually exhilarating holes and a few of the
toughest in the Kunming region are part of
the package.
Another attraction at Sky Oasis is a
new single “eagle hole” designed by
Cynthia Dye. Currently available only
to members, but likely to be open to
visitors in the near future, the par-3 plays
from an elevated tee to a green complex
depicting an eagle. A jackpot prize is
being offered for a hole in one.
Olazabal Course - Mission Hills,
Dongguan
Of the 12 excellent layouts at Mission Hills
Shenzhen/Dongguan, this is the favourite
of many visitors. Why? Because it is home
to some of the most memorable holes of
the 204 at the 12-course headquarters of

the world’s largest golf club.
Especially noteworthy on this 7320yard ripper is the 550-yard par-5 15
that swings sharply left around a lake
to a green protected by six bunkers
(with another 10 to be avoided with the
second shot. And the beautiful 460-yard
par -4 18th may well be the best final
hole of any course in China. Sweeping
alongside a lake to a tight waterside
green, it has proved more than a test for
many of the best players in the game,
including contestants in the 2007, 2008
and 2009 Omega World Cup.
The course will again prove its
mettle this November when it hosts the
HSBC World Golf Championship, the
first time the event has been played
at Mission Hills. As the first design
of Olazabal, a dual winner of the US
Masters and Europe’s victorious 2012
Ryder Cup captain, this course may
well prove to be his masterpiece. With
151 bunkers in all, it says something
about the Spaniard’s love of sand.
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Black Mountain - Hua Hin
Since it opened in 2007, Black Mountain’s
reputation has ascended as impressively
as the black rock mountains that form a
backdrop to this fully integrated golf and
leisure resort.
Now regarded as the #1 course in
Thailand, Black Mountain’s appeal is in
its attention to detail, superior facilities to
those at most courses in Thailand and
some truly great golf.
The lakes and valleys championship
course that plays a whopping 7550 yards
from the tips, but has five other sets of tees
for mere golfing mortals, has hosted the
Black Mountain Masters (in 2010) and the
Royal Trophy (in 2011).
Immaculate grooming, many beautiful
uphill and downhill holes and wonderful
views to the Burmese mountains provide
a great on-course experience. Recent
modifications to the course, designed

Black Mountain - Hua Hin
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by Australian Phil Ryan of Pacific Coast
Designs, have visually improved the first,
ninth and 18th holes, enabling players to
now see the pin from the tee – and the
striking clubhouse on the 18th.
Off the course, the clubhouse boasts
the best food and wine menu at any golf
course in Thailand, while a new par-3
course (opened in late 2011), a water
park, wakeboard park, condominiums
and villas, spa, tennis and volleyball
facilities make Black Mountain a holiday
destination in its own right.
Chiang Mai Highlands - Chiang Mai
The northern Thai city of Chiang Mai
is a favourite among tourists seeking to
escape the heat, hustle, bustle and noise
of Bangkok.
Chiang Mai Highlands is itself a breath
of fresh air, a simply beautiful golf course
in a magical mountain setting more than
1000 feet above sea level. Strangely, the

course doesn’t always get the credit it
deserves as by any account it deserves
to be ranked in the top three in Thailand.
The reservoir-fed layout, designed by
Schmidt-Curley, is as invigorating as the
surrounding environment and climate, with
some of the best long holes you’ll find on
one course anywhere in Asia.
It may be clichéd to suggest a golf
course offers a perfect balance of risk
and reward, but this one does. There is no
better example than the 558-yard, par-5
finishing hole, a downhiller that tempts
longer hitters to take on a creek about
100 yards in front of the green with their
second shot. It’s even a tough call for midhandicappers to be close enough to the
creek to be able to play a precise shot to
the elevated green.
Red Mountain - Phuket
One of three golf courses owned and
operated by MBK Public Company in

Chiang Mai Highlands - Chiang Mai

Thailand, Red Mountain is not only the
pick of the trio, but has become regarded
as the best of a handful of courses on the
island of Phuket.
This may come as some surprise, given
the status of Blue Canyon dating back to
1997 when it hosted the Johnnie Walker
Classic and Asian tour events. But a
commitment to excellence and constant
improvement has pushed Red Mountain
up the scale to the point that the John
Morrow/Al Tikkanen-designed layout is
in the ascendancy. This is reflected in
the higher-than-average green fees (for
Thailand anyway) that make the total cost
of a round close to S$300.
Set in an abandoned tin mine, once
Phuket’s main industry, Red Mountain
is just the right length (6900 yards) for a
course of this stature. It has several tough
and extremely interesting holes, the most
popular of which is the par-3 17th that
drops some 40 metres from the tee to a
small green far below.
A new hotel that has been built adjacent
to Red Mountain’s sister course, Loch
Palm, located just a kilometre or two away,
means visiting golfers can now stay and
play without having to travel often long
distances from Phuket hotels.

Thai Country Club - Bangkok

Red Mountain - Phuket

Thai Country Club - Bangkok
Any course that has hosted six Asian Tour
events, boasts an exclusive members
list and is owned and operated by the
Peninsula Hotels group must be good.
Indeed, not only does a visit to Thai
Country Club provide a wonderful golf
outing, its striking clubhouse, partly
surrounded by a moat, is an experience
in itself. It is also unusual for a course of
this stature to open its gates to visitors, but
thankfully the management has been able
to balance the interests of members and
visitors harmoniously and effectively.
The Dennis Griffiths designed layout
opened in 1997 and plays 7197 yards from
the back tees, with a rating of 74.2. It’s
not overly long, nor especially difficult, but
Griffiths managed to create an extremely
interesting course on, for the Bangkok
area at least, a typically flat piece of land.
Mounds, water and visual challenges are
all part of the experience that has made
Thai Country Club among the top three
public access courses in the country for
more than a decade. Tiger Woods, who
won the Asian Honda Classic in 1997, in
the first year the course opened, has his
nameplate on the number 1 locker. He and
Gary Player are both honorary members.

Thai Country Club - Bangkok

Toscana Valley - Khao Yai
This course isn’t on the regular or
popular list for golfers visiting Thailand,
due mainly to its location in an area
not as renowned for golf as Hua Hin,
Pattaya, Chiang Mai or Bangkok.
But the design by US architect Bob
McFarland is as intriguing as it is
enjoyable.
With the experience of other
excellent creations in Thailand,
including Lotus Valley and three
Green Valley layouts, Toscana Valley
is a lifestyle community about two
hours’ drive north-east of Bangkok
that by name as well as appearance
is reminiscent of Tuscany in Italy.
The golf course, which plays up to
7087 yards from the back tees, winds
through stands of juniper and native
trees, beside and across numerous
lakes (including one island green) and
past Italian-style dwellings that have
been built in a style keeping with the
community concept.
Toscana Valley’s attraction is the
surprise factor. You end your round
thinking, “Wow, that was pretty good –
better than I expected”. Any course that
stands this test is worthy of attention.

Toscana Valley - Khao Yai
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Dalit Bay - Sabah

MALAYSIA
Dalit Bay - Sabah
Set between two rivers and daunted by
4095-metre (13,435 feet) Mt Kinabalu,
the highest peak in South-East Asia, the
Dalit Bay course is part of the Shangri-La
Rasa Ria Resort; about 40 minutes’ drive
northeast of Kota Kinabalu. Although
relatively flat, the layout designed by
Australian Geoff Parslow is a beauty, with
water coming in to play on many holes.
While the outbound nine plays mostly
towards and beside heavily timbered
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hillsides, the inbound nine is more of a
river and coastal experience. The 185-yard
par-3 11th that plays across the mouth of
the Tambalang River and the 395-yard
par-4 13th that plays beside the river
and requires a precise tee shot to avoid
mangrove swamps, are the pick of many
great holes on the course.
Another plus is the Shangri-La Rasa
Ria resort itself, set in a beautiful cove
facing the South China Sea. An orang-utan
sanctuary, where young orphaned apes
are rehabilitated before being released

back into the wild, is just one of many
other reasons to venture to this destination.
Lakes and Garden Courses (9 holes
each) - Sutera Harbour, Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah
You don’t have to venture far from Kota
Kinabalu’s international airport to find
Sutera Harbour Resort and its excellent
27-hole golf complex designed by former
Australian tour pro, Graham Marsh.
Not only did March turn a relatively flat
stretch of reclaimed land into a wonderful

golf experience, he crafted a challenging
layout that, superficially, looks much easier
than it is. The three nine-hole layouts can
be played in any combination, but don’t
miss the garden course with its signature
par-4 24th hole that plays beside the South
China Sea towards Sutera Harbour’s
marina in the background. Lighting
enables golf to be played on 18 of the 27
holes until 10pm each evening and while
only a small number of players venture out
after dark it is an experience worth trying
at least once.

Sutera Harbour, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
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Hanozono - Niseko, Hokkaido

JAPAN
Hanozono - Niseko, Hokkaido
Hokkaido is one of those rare places
where you may not expect to find great
golf courses, but when you do you just
want to come back again and again.
Niseko, a two-hour drive from Sapporo,
is known as the powder snow capital of
the world in winter, receiving an average
15 metres a year of crisp dry snow that is
dumped on the hillsides of Mt Yotei and

the Mt Annupuri ski area. By May, the snow
gives way to a soft green countryside,
beech and pines trees and, yes, golf.
Unlike other courses in the area,
Hanozono is laid out adjacent to, rather
than on, a ski field. The 7000-yard layout
offers numerous vistas to Mt Yotei,
known locally as Ezo-Fuji because of its
resemblance to Mt Fuji, and has four of
the best par-3 holes in Asia, especially the
17th – a tough 214-yard downhiller to a

Wood Course - Riverwood,
Niseko, Hokkaido
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green protected by a lake at front left.
Wood Course - Riverwood, Niseko,
Hokkaido
About 45 minutes from Hirafu, the main
town in the Niseko area, Riverwood is
a 36-hole complex set in woods that
are reminiscent of the Rockies in North
America. Riverwood throws up wonderful
vistas on almost every hole, with several
playing directly towards the omnipresent
Mt Yotei. One of the great attractions
of this 6817-yard course is the sense of
isolation and tranquillity, unlike anything
else you’ll find in Japan or indeed in most
other parts of Asia.
Among the best holes are two par-5s,
the 5th and 16th, both playing more than
500 yards from the back tees and the
tricky par-4 15th hole that plays towards
and then across heavy, impenetrable
jungle. Appropriately made of wood, the
Japanese-style clubhouse adds to the
setting. A teppanyaki-style Mongolian
barbeque on the terrace is a perfect way
to end a visit to this excellent facility.

INDONESIA
Ria Bintan - Bintan Island
There’s a certain tranquillity about playing this
course and indeed, about the whole island, just a
50-minute ferry ride from the Tanah Merah terminal
in Singapore and not far from Changi International
Airport. The Gary Player creation has long been a
favourite of expats and locals in Singapore, who head
to the island in droves each weekend.
With extra accommodation now being built, stay
and play options at Ria Bintan will soon be greatly
improved, encouraging golfers to stay longer, play
more golf and explore the area.
This is a “what you see is what you get” course
from the outset. The moment you step onto the first
tee and survey the view to the green, you just know
it is going to be good. And it is. In fact, not just goof,
but really good. Several ocean-side holes are truly
memorable, especially the par-4 eighth that features
a wonderful second shot to a green in front of the
sea and the ninth that plays across the water to a
tight green perched above the water below.

3 of the best holes the club has to offer,
the 7th, 8th & 9th.
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himself). In a word its key attraction is
variation. Unlike most other layouts that
play in a constant environment, Laguna
Lang Co provides three distinct visual and
playing experiences – open rice paddy
land, woodlands and coastal. Faldo used
the natural features of the landscape to
design the course, except for the par-3
fifth, where he built chocolate-drop style
mounds near the green to mirror the view
of a mountain peak in the background.

VIETNAM
Danang Golf Club - Danang
When Greg Norman first saw the
landscape of natural sand dunes
alongside My Khe beach, 20 kilometres
south of Danang, he knew he was on
to something. Here, looking towards
the Cham Islands and midway between
Danang and the World Heritage-listed
town of Hoi An, is a golf course unlike
any other in Asia. Apart from the climate,
it could be on the Melbourne sandbelt
in southern Australia, coastal regions of
the British Isles or Oregon in America’s
Pacific northwest.
Norman designed the course to play
between the natural positioning of the
sandhills, which provide a constant
reminder that this is indeed a true links
golf course. Natural waste areas are
common, which means few balls are lost
from wayward shots. You just have to play
your way back on to the fairway.
Among many classic holes on the
course are the par-3 16th, the only hole
playing directly to the beach. The tee

Danang Golf Club - Danang
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shot on this hole is surely one of the
best in Vietnam with the Cham Islands
framing the backdrop as you hit to a tricky,
sloping green. The course has settled in
magnificently since opening three years
ago and has competed strongly with its
neighbour, Montgomerie Links, for the title
of best course in Vietnam.
Laguna Lang Co - Hue
Sir Nick Faldo won six major
tournaments, but his new creation
midway between Hue and Danang on
Vietnam’s Central Coast may yet be
his greatest achievement in golf. A big
statement, maybe, but here in a pristine
environment facing the East Sea (as the
South China Sea is known in Vietnam)
and backing onto a jungle-clad mountain
is a golf course that is sure to win
widespread acclaim, as well as its share
of comments about the overall challenge.
The course is part of a development by
Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts that opens
in December (with an official opening
event next March or April involving Faldo

Laguna Lang Co - Hue

Montgomerie Links - Danang
As the first golf course on Vietnam’s
Central Coast, Montgomerie Links laid
down a standard that has forced newer
layouts in the area, including the two
preceding this listing, to work especially
hard to match.
The links-style course is immaculate
in every respect. Its semi-circular
practice area is perhaps the best in
Asia, the clubhouse sits majestically
overlooking the course and conditioning
and presentation cannot be faulted.
While there are more difficult courses
in Vietnam, few offer the total package
of Montgomerie Links. New enough on
one hand to be intriguing, it has also
now grown in to be sufficiently mature to
provide a wonderful golf experience.
Developed in an area that figured
prominently as an American base during
the Vietnam War, several pillboxes
remain on the course as a reminder of
the region’s recent past. Easily winning
praise from most regulars and visitors,
as the signature hole is the par-5 12th,
which plays towards a sea of bunkers, an
elevated green and the clubhouse in the
background. Rice paddies behind the
course that are adjacent to several holes
one the front nine, provide a sense of
interaction with of the local environment.�

Montgomerie Links - Danang

